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>> Editorial
“solidity and growth”

year we have sold more than 100 units that are circulating in
seven countries.
Our Group, which had a record turnover of 500 million euros
in 2011, will be capable of maintaining this record this year,
despite the crisis intensifying in Europe, particularly in the
peripheral countries.
This will be possible for another year due to increased exports
to Europe, increased volume in overseas factories and the
incorporation of companies into the Group in recent years,
factors which have offset the decreased growth in Spain and
other Mediterranean countries.
If there is a secret, it is simply our customer loyalty strategy;
it is applied in all areas of the Group, and is achieved through
increasingly close relationships and by offering clients the
products and services they need. We want to continue in
this way to carry on strengthening the Group. This is why we
continue to take steps forward to improve our capabilities.

José Manuel Orcasitas
Chief Executive Officer of Irizar Group
For me, the greatest satisfaction comes from still being able to
talk about the ‘solidity and growth’ of our Group in the difficult
economic situation in which we find ourselves.
Without forgetting other factors related to good performance,
I believe the most relevant factor that positively affects our
development is the degree of geographical and industrial
diversity within our Group.
The downward market trend observed since mid-2011 has
only occurred in Europe, and most severely in the peripheral
countries. In contrast with what happened in 2008, the
economic crisis that is now affecting us and putting pressure
on business activity, prices and margins is not a worldwide
crisis. It is a fact that the consolidation and growth of our
business overseas, linked to the increasing importance of
exports to our turnover, is providing us with the possibility of
generating wealth and employment in our areas of operation.
In this regard, launching the range of Irizar brand integral design
coaches in the European market has been very important. This

For this reason, we have just opened the Group’s R&D centre
which is destined to play a key role in our future developments.
‘Creatio’, Irizar’s Innovation Centre, has been created to boost
the Group’s capacity for applied research and technological
development. It will work on long-term innovation to improve
the Group’s sustainable competitiveness in the future and its
growth, generating wealth and employment in those areas in
which we operate.
I also want to highlight the importance the 100% electric
city bus project has for the Group’s future; we are currently
immersed in this project and the results will be seen in 2014.
This is another huge step in the Group’s plan to achieve
sustainable competitiveness and solidity.
The new corporate image, presented at this year’s FIAA, is
intended to demonstrate this image of Irizar as a company that
aims toward the future, technology and sustainability.
I would like to thank our clients again for the trust they place
in us, all Irizar employees and our collaborators for always
being available when they are needed. Besides placing greater
importance on aspects such as the brand, communication,
diversification and sustainable competitiveness, the strategic
analysis carried out by all Irizar employees at the end of last
year and the review of strategic proposals, reinforcing the
importance of clients and the Group idea, are going to be very
important for our future.
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Irizar presents its
new brand image at the FIAA
International Bus and Coach Fair
The Irizar brand image
gets a facelift.
We hereby present the Irizar of
today: a company that is growing,
diversifying and looking towards
the future.

Over the years, Irizar has responded to its clients’ different
challenges and needs, adapted to these needs and made a
continuous effort to improve the safety, reliability, comfort
and profitability of its products, while offering them the best
service possible.
This is all part of Irizar’s strategy of satisfying and cultivating
customer loyalty in order to generate maximum trust in the
Irizar brand, one that is consolidated, the result of over 120
years of experience and, increasingly, one with a guaranteed
future.
The new image responds to the great evolution that
has occurred in recent years. During this time, Irizar has
transformed into an international reference. The new image
represents Irizar’s DNA and the cornerstone of its identity, the
place where the values and essence of the brand converge.
The logo continues to be the central element, and it has
been given a far more modern look in accordance with the
design lines characteristic to Irizar product. It retains its main
features and all of its characteristics. The internal elements
have a double meaning; on one hand, they represent the ‘i’ of
Irizar and, on the other, a person travelling by coach, reclining
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in a seat, an item that embraces, protects and holds. The
circle surrounds the two inside elements and represents the
environment formed by people, clients, passengers, in short,
the world around us.
The new unique and customized “Irizar Type” font is based on
the Neo Sans Family font, a simple, clear and approachable
font with the force of Irizar designs.
The lower case suggests modernity and italics have been
used to give a sense of movement, fluidity, to show the path
of continuous innovation and evolution through technology,
as movement is another of the essences of Irizar, both in our
strategy and in our products and services.
Particular thought was given to the thickness of the font in
the logo in order to transmit the brand’s consistency, solidity,
stability and dynamism.
Irizar has chosen new shades in its colour palette: steel blue,
a colour that transmits technology, stability, knowledge,
integrity, seriousness, robustness, solidity, elegance and
freshness. And green, which besides meaning balance,
harmony, growth, exuberance and freshness, is also linked to
nature and ecology and represents our commitment to the
environment: the electric coach.
This is the image of Irizar today, the Irizar that is expanding
overseas, that grows by diversifying, that researches and
improves its technology at its innovation centre. The Irizar
that has vision, its eyes set on the future, always creating and
offering new advances. A future where technology, electronics,
telecommunications, innovation, environmental and social

This new image will accompany us
into the future, on the path to
always moving forward, advancing
step-by-step, hand-in-hand with our
employees and collaborators: all of
you.
sustainability, diversity and mobility live alongside one another.
In short, this new image will accompany us into the future, on
the path to always moving forward, advancing step-by-step,
hand-in-hand with our employees and collaborators: all of you.
“The new logo has captured the essence of the brand,” states
José Manuel Orcasitas. He adds, “Aiming towards the future
is in our genes and now it has also become part of our brand
image,”; “Irizar’s new logo is the conceptualization of all our
values, its origin is rooted in constant evolution, in close client
relationships, in our customized products and the perseverence
of all of the people who make up the Irizar family.”
In recent years, Grupo Irizar has developed a great capacity
for technology with its acquisition of Jema, a manufacturer of
high quality static energy systems and Datik, a technological
company that develops ITS (Intelligent Transport Solutions)
aimed at transport management, providing high quality
solutions that are safer, more reliable and more sustainable. It
has also created CREATIO, its new R&D centre that will firmly
support the group in developing its new integral design and
electric coaches.
// 7

Irizar continues to establish
its integral coach in Europe

After the 2011delivery
of its new range of
integral coaches to
the UK, France, Holland
and Poland, Irizar took
several more steps
forward this year.
Now, both Germany
and Denmark have a
sales distributor and
after-sales service for
IRIZAR integral coaches,
providing 24-hour
assistance, 365 days a
year.
Interview with Gotzon Gómez,
Export Director at Irizar
People & Coaches // October 2012
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What progress have you made in establishing this model
after presenting Irizar's first integral coaches at Kortrijk
2009?
At the 2009 Busworld fair we presented the first prototypes
of the integral coach. Since then, we've focused on finishing
the details of the project development and, above all, carrying
out durability tests. This stage took place throughout 2010
and part of 2011. The full range of integral coaches has been
available for a year, with a full reliability guarantee, for any
client that is interested.
We have already manufactured more than 100 vehicles that
are currently used in 7 countries, with great results in terms
of both client satisfaction and in the product and service. At
the same time, we have continued to develop new integral
products that will be unveiled in the future.
Could you explain your strategy? What advantages and
disadvantages does the integral coach give Irizar?
The main reason for this decision is that there are certain markets
that require an integral coach, just as other markets require a
conventional body on a chassis. They are complementary, but
we saw a clear and increasing trend towards integral coaches
in Europe, possibly due to the technical advantages and
service they provide. Good examples are ease of maintenance,
optimum location of parts, lighter weight and the capacity to
diagnose the majority of systems and parts in the kinematics
and bodywork chain through Irizar-specific software.

So, is the integral coach Irizar's great plan for Europe?
It is undoubtedly the plan to achieve brand growth in the central
and northern European countries. At this precise moment,
the majority of coaches in southern European markets are
conventional models, but integral coaches are essential if
you want to strengthen the brand and have a representative
market share in the rest.
A clear trend can also clearly be seen, particularly now due to
the economic crisis, towards the disappearance of local body
manufacturers in many European countries.
Who are your main competitors in these markets?
When we go to compete in Europe, we usually use the football
simile of going from the local league to the Champions League;
we've classified for the Champions League in first place but
now we have to play there and it's at another level. There we're
competing with the strongest brands in Europe, who in turn are
the strongest in the world; the main coach brands are EvobusMercedes, Neoman, Scania, Volvo, Irisbus, Van Hool and VDL.
As you can see, they are international brands and each has a
very good reputation.
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We predict that, in the
medium term (3 to 5 years),
50% of our production
will be dedicated to
integral coaches.

From your point of view, what does your coach bring to
clients in these markets?

We predict that, in the medium term (3 to 5 years), 50% of our
production will be dedicated to integral coaches.

The fresh and attractive Irizar designs together with maximum
reliability, plus the most advanced engineering and parts
chosen from the most prestigious brands. Paccar-Daf, ZF, VdoContinental, Wabco, etc.

Have you considered any other destinations for integral
coaches, other than Europe?

We've also developed an after-sales service that is at least as
good as the best in the sector.
What competitive advantages does an integral coach have
in comparison with a chassis and body?
For us, it means we have full responsibility for defining every
aspect of the finished vehicle; particularly for those aspects
that previously were not in our field of care. And the same for
the service, which now depends entirely on us.
We have been able to design and manufacture coaches that
provide the latest advances in active and passive safety. Reliable
coaches that minimize fuel consumption and CO2 emissions;
lighter coaches that optimize weight and its distribution and
can offer greater seat and luggage compartment capacity.
What are your expectations for the future? How much
growth do you predict with this range of coaches?
We think that, after introducing the Euro VI with its power
train weight increases, the advantages of integral coaches will
increase and therefore demand will grow. At the moment we
are fully situated in the market, competing neck and neck with
the best and ready to supply the necessary units.
People & Coaches // October 2012

The United States is the next market where we will launch the
integral coach. At present we're at an advanced stage in the
project and we will be manufacturing our first units next year,
in 2013. The launch, prototypes and first pre-series stage will
take place at our headquarters and then we are planning mass
production at Irizar Mexico.
What is your strategy regarding conventional coaches on
a chassis?
Most of our production still uses different brands of chassis.
What's more, it is going extremely well and we are delighted to
continue growing. We have a very good relationship with all of
the brands and we understand that where clients demand an
Irizar body on a chassis, that is where should and will be.
Both strategies are complementary and, with the exception
of central and northern Europe where we sell both integral
coaches and coaches on chassis, and soon in the USA, we work
with conventional coaches on chassis in all of our markets. And,
naturally, we will continue to manufacture our whole range of
products on all the chassis available so as long as our clients
demand it.

>> Front cover
What have been the greatest challenges you have faced
with the Irizar integral coach project?

Are you going to give clients the possibility of choosing
the parts brand in the future?

Both the product and the necessary service have been the
greatest challenges of the project. We've had to learn about
every aspect of the power train, something we knew little
about.

At this precise moment this option is not available in Europe
because many service conditions are required for this to
be possible. This is the main reason we are using the most
prestigious, internationally-recognised brands, with excellent
results.

We had to start by finding and selecting the most suitable
collaborators for development, both in engineering and parts
and, step by step, acquiring knowledge to be able to lead
the product generation projects and develop the after-sales
service. It has truly been a difficult, yet exciting, task that has
involved countless individuals across our organisation, and we
are now successfully reaching its climax. From the beginning
we were certain we should reach a level of quality and service
that was as good, or better than, the best to be able to enter
the European market.

What are the next steps in developing these products?
The most pressing step is to develop the whole range with the
Euro VI and EPA13 engine sizes.
At the same time, thinking more in the medium term and from
the R&D centre developing in the Group, we will acquire the
maximum amount of product and systems knowledge to make
products that are increasingly competitive and different.
Is there anything further you would like to add?

Also, as the coach would be entirely manufactured at Irizar, we
recognised that the responsibility was far greater than before,
when it was restricted to body on chassis, and for this reason
we should go slowly, taking care with every step.

I'd just like to add that we have a client loyalty strategy and
always maintain a close relationship with our clients; we are
always ready to listen to them and to learn about their needs
and requirements. We know we have to be flexible to adapt to
the needs of our clients.
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Interview with Wolfgang Steinbrück
President of BDO - Germany
The German Association of
Business Coaches (BDO) is the
leading institution of the
industry in Germany.
It is responsible for representing
the commercial, political and
private sector of the industry at
both national and international
levels.
The BDO brings together some
3,000 companies dedicated to
buses for local public transport
of passengers and the tourism
sector.

What are the most important aspects currently being
instigated by the Federal Ministry of Transport in Germany?
At present there is intense debate over amendments to the
Law on Passenger Land Transport. This Law regulates local
public services as well as the tourism sector. In terms of public
opinion, the most relevant issue is the relaxing of restrictions
on long distance bus routes.
Could you summarize the general areas that will impact on
future activity in Germany?
In particular, the relaxing of restrictions on long distance
bus routes will have an impact as it will mean that, overall,
passengers will prefer the bus as a mode of transport and that
the bus will become more attractive to other collectives.
Buses are cheaper than rail and provide the young and old with
great comfort. To be precise, the new direct routes with no
connections, like those found on rail links, will be an excellent
attraction for tourists who are travelling with heavy luggage
or even for cross-border employees.
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Do you think that there are sufficient bus and coach
transport services in Germany?
In Germany we have an excellent local public transport
system. Private bus companies work shoulder to shoulder
with municipal companies. In rural areas there are many towns
and municipalities where private companies continually plan,
manage and develop the entire local public transport network,
on their own and at their own risk, in order to offer clients
attractive offers.
How has the sector evolved in recent years? What are the
planned improvements? What improvements have been
introduced recently?
Due to the federal structure in Germany, there are various
lines of development with regard to how companies access
their licences and contracts. In this regard, the German Bus
and Coach Federation (BDO) supports clear regulation that
favours the middle classes and can be applied across the
country. Politics also has to assume responsibility for financial
issues, for example, providing school transport with sufficient
financial resources.
Spain exports industrial vehicles, coaches and buses to
Europe. What is your opinion of them?
German businesspeople work in the heart of Europe. Naturally,
we use vehicles from every country in the world. Each company
has its own preferences in this regard. When it is time to make
a decision regarding one manufacturer or another, important
factors such as having a homogeneous fleet, prices and
maintenance costs play a vital role. Many managers also place
great importance when making this decision on direct contact
with the subsidiary and fast, high quality service.
In Germany, a significant effort has been made to improve
the condition of the roads. Do you think motorway quality
is in keeping with the number of vehicles using it each
day?
Germany motorways are, as a general rule, well built, but it is
also true that they are very busy. Vehicles from across Europe
use the continent as a transit zone which causes damage and
wear to the roads. Repairs and work on widening roads that
takes place in the summer unfortunately leads to traffic jams
that we have criticised time and time again. For this reason,
we have fought for more financial resources to be allocated to
avoid the traffic jams.
People & Coaches // October 2012

When it is time to make a decision
regarding one manufacturer or
another, important factors such as
having a homogeneous fleet, prices
and maintenance costs play a vital
role.
What condition is the sector in?
In Germany the bus sector is considering the challenges it faces
and it is well placed to take advantage of them. Unfortunately,
politics makes companies insecure with regard to certain
issues, and this insecurity leads to delays in these companies
making investments. The differences in the distribution of
environmental areas, the high costs, the elevated expense
of acquiring special authorisation and the discrimination of
national companies at controls creates a burden, particularly
for tourism companies. Demographic change is also creating
new challenges in rural areas due to the population decrease.
For this reason, politics must make adjustments to financing
models urgently.
In terms of safety and comfort, what is your opinion of the
evolution that has taken place in coaches in recent years
with respect to the field of R&D?
The bus is and will continue to be a highly technological means
of transport that is also the safest. New developments such
as the electronic stability program (ESP), emergency breaking
assistance (EBA) and lane departure warning (LDW) make
the vehicles even safer. Comfort is also increasing and silent
vehicles with luxury features (seats, services, entertainment
systems) make the journey an enjoyable experience for
passengers. Developments in the area of the driver’s seat are
of vital importance, given that traffic is increasingly dense and
it is important to aid the driver at the wheel in his or her highly
complex task of driving.
Do you still think there is room for improvement?
Technology knows practically no limits to development. I am
an engineer and I firmly believe that things can always be done
better. Evolution should never stop.

>> interview with...

In terms of environmental improvements, what type of
advances are under consideration for the road transport
sector?
In the present day, the bus is already considered the mode
of transport that most respects the environment. At half
capacity a bus only consumes slightly over one litre of fuel
per 100 km per passenger. Furthermore, I am convinced that
diesel motors can still be improved and, therefore, can be more
efficient. Hybrid technology also offers opportunities for local
public transport services but at present it is still too expensive.
Without a grant or any aid, the commercial operation of hybrid
buses still provides little profit from a financial point of view.

sector involves developing vehicles that meet all of these
requirements. In this regard, we have to watch closely and
see how long distance transport develops and whether
special challenges emerge in this field that require equipping
those vehicles with special devices. In any event, passenger
requirements with relation to barrier-free access will continue
to increase in the future. Therefore, buses have to be more
flexible without creating faults or raising costs. This last point
is a great challenge for manufacturers. However, I am sure they
will overcome it.

And finally, how do you see the future of bus and coach
manufacturers? What do you think about the strategic
lines they must follow to develop new products?
Of course, buses have to be profitable, comfortable and
respect the environment. Therefore, the challenge to the
// 15

The Irizar i6 in Brazil and
other South American countries
Two years after its launch
in Europe, the Irizar i6 coach
was presented in Brazil for
the South American market
and was received with
astounding enthusiasm and
interest.

After an intense year of work by the Irizar Brazil engineering
teams to adapt the product to the operational needs of
those markets, the first units from the new Irizar i6 pre-series
were revealed exclusively to its major customers from July to
September at the Irizar plant in Botucatú.
The official presentation to clients, specialized media and
collaborators in the Brazilian and South American markets was
made at the Expo Onibus Fair held October 3rd to 5th at the
“Riocentro” Expo Center in Rio de Janeiro, with the unveiling of
4 new Irizar i6 coaches in their various versions.
The Irizar i6 falls under the segment of luxury road transport,
which ranges from basic-configuration coaches to the ultimate
in luxury.
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The Irizar i6 falls under the segment of luxury road transport, which ranges
from basic-configuration coaches to the ultimate in luxury.
The coaches presented, manufactured on all of the available
brands in the market (Volkswagen, Volvo, Mercedes, Scania)
included four 46-seater units measuring 13.20 m long by 3.70
m high, and another three 50-seater versions measuring 14
m long and 3.90 m high. Seven different configurations with
an extensive range of options are available, demonstrating
the product’s great versatility and ability to adapt to even the
most demanding requirements of its customers and markets.
Some specifications include the multi-plex system, which
incorporates the total control of chassis functions and offers
optimum conditions for operation, control and maintenance,
including a security and diagnostics system. The system is
based on smart modules managed through a 5.6 inch touchscreen. It also has quick keys for fast access and seats
designed exclusively by Irizar Brazil after extensive ergonomic
analysis to offer maximum levels of accessibility and comfort.
All coaches are compliant with the R 66.02 standard.

The attendee response could not have been better. The result
is proof of the efforts invested and Irizar’s clear understanding
of the market’s needs. The coach’s interior offers maximum
comfort while being at the forefront of technology with its
multi-plex system, LED lights and a restroom with touchscreen functions.
As expressed by Asier Etxezarreta, General Manager of Irizar
Brazil: “The effort was worth it. The customers who have come
to see our product are very interested, as evidenced by the
more than 100 units currently on the production lines, and we
hope this will allow us to increase our market share, especially
in Brazil”.
Once the fair comes to a close, the vehicles will circulate
around cities in Brazil and other South American countries to
build their visibility among customers.
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On 1 July Melbourne Museum saw
the presentation of the Irizar
i6 coach in Australia, organised
by Irizar Brasil in collaboration
with the local distributor.

Launch of the Irizar i6 in Australia
Irizar representatives in Oceania, Brazil and Spain attended
the event and, as well as welcoming more than three hundred
attendees, presented the latest information from Irizar Group
and the special features of the new coach. Then, accompanied
by music and lights, two impressive Irizar i6 coaches drove in
from the sides of the carpark to take centre stage, lighting up
the cold and rainy night.
The clients, collaborators, brand representatives, press and
friends who gathered in the museum enjoyed the opportunity
to get into and test the vehicles to satisfy their curiosity
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about the new features these coaches will introduce into the
Australian market. This moment more than fulfilled attendees’
expectations.

All of the vehicles were manufactured on three axles, are
13.5 m and 14.5 m in length and comply with Australian ADR
standardisation regulations.

The presentation continued over the next two days at the
Irizar Group stand at the BUSVIC maintenance conference
where another three Irizar i6 coaches were on display. This
gave attendees the opportunity to examine the new coach
more closely.
Five different vehicles, each assembled at Irizar Brazil, were
on view over these three days. The Brazil plant supplies the
Australian market, on all of the European chassis brands
available in Australia, demonstrating the excellent level of
collaboration between these areas.
Two of the coaches, each mounted on a Scania chassis, had
been sold before production had begun in Brazil, and this fact
clearly demonstrates clients’ trust in products manufactured
by Irizar. Of these two coaches, one will be used to transport
the Newcastle Knights rugby team, and the other will be used
for tourism in Sydney.

Testimonials:

The remaining three coaches were built on Mercedes, Volvo
and Iveco chassis.

• The interior design is fantastic, with the integration of
aeroplane-type overhead lockers and LED lights; everything
in perfect harmony and adapted to the needs of the market.

• The driver’s compartment looks like a rocket
• Very high quality and finishing in the coaches.
• The appearance breaks away from what we are used to
seeing in the market.

// 19
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The celebration continued well into
the evening thanks to the guests’ great
interest in the star of our range.

El Irizar i6
in South Africa
Following the presentation of the Irizar i6 in Australia, the
next unveiling took place in South Africa. The celebration,
held on August 29th at the Copperleaf Golf & Country
Estate in the city of Centurion and organized by Irizar
Southern Africa in collaboration with Irizar Brazil, was
attended by more than 100 guests, including customers,
the media and representatives from the brands and
collaborators.
After the welcome address and a detailed description
of the coaches’ specifications by Irizar Brazil and South
Africa’s General Managers, two of the prototypes were
revealed amidst a spectacular show of light and sound.
The two coaches presented at this event were 14-meter
models that had been imported to the South African
facilities directly from Brazil.
The celebration continued well into the evening thanks
to the guests’ great interest in the star of our range.
According to customer comments, the advances in the
design, technology and levels of comfort and safety have
been extraordinary.
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Jema opens its
first subsidiary in
the United States
Within the framework of its
internationalisation strategy,
Jema recently established its
first subsidiary in the United
States. The company chose San
Francisco, California, as its
activity base due to the high
concentration of companies in
the renewable energy sector.
As well as supplying the market
with products and services
related to photovoltaic plants,
it aims to be in the front line to
meet the demands of research
centres that focus on nuclear
fusion and heat sealing, etc.,
technologies rooted in the
future.
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Jema designs and manufactures Static Energy Systems for
various renewable energy generation plants. One outstanding
area of activity is photovoltaic energy which transforms the
inexhaustible and clean energy produced by the sun into
electrical energy. Today, the company has a wide range of solar
inverters suitable for large solar plants and also for residential
installation. These systems inject all of the energy gathered
from solar panels into the mains network.
Jema Energy USA is now based near its clients and can provide
tailor-made solutions to meet their needs. It provides static
systems designed according to the technical specifications
of each project and client. The products developed by Jema
for the US market comply with the country’s strict technical
and safety standards. These systems have been tested in
international laboratories for months and are certified by
authorized agencies. Furthermore, it provides an after-sales
service consisting of specialist technicians and also continuous
client assessment to ensure the correct maintenance of all
systems.
The United States is turning to renewable energy as a global
economic boost. In 2001, it led investment in renewable energy
and even overtook China, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom
and India. In July, the largest companies in the renewable
energy sector met at Intersolar North America 2012; Jema had
a stand at this important international fair and presented the
latest developments in the photovoltaic solar market.

>> IRizar group
Launch of solar inverters for residential installations
These systems are monophasic and triphasic and have an
innovative, exclusive design at the input stage. They are small,
reliable and have a higher energy output that those systems
currently available in the market.
Jema’s photovoltaic solar inverters have the benefit of
the company’s 60 years of experience in designing and
manufacturing industrial power systems that are robust,
reliable, safe and that perform well. Now, all of this know-how
has been applied to power generation on a smaller scale. The
solar inverters comply with every EU and US safety standard
and the strictest technical guidelines.

generated, the energy saved and even detailed statistics such
as the CO2 emissions that have been saved from emission into
the atmosphere.
In 2012 these new products were presented at the main
international fairs for the renewable energy sector. Clients
have reacted very positively to these new developments
and have highlighted their attractive design and excellent
properties.

The systems are specially designed to optimize the
performance of photovoltaic panels. Installation is straightforward and they are also ultra-silent. Communication is
integrated as standard; the inverters have a USB connection,
Ethernet and RS485. The end user has total independence
because he or she can read the number of kilowatts of energy

First order in Brazil
In May, Jema signed its first contract with the engineering
company Duro Felguera Brasil to supply Critical Feed Systems
to the Parnaiba power station. This is an open installation and
will operate with a gas turbine and nominal power of 170 MW.
The power station belongs to the Brazilian group MPX. This
group is dedicated to the exploration and commercialization
of natural resources (carbon and natural gas) and to the
generation and commercialization of energy. At the same
time, the company is also interested in renewable energy and
logistics.

for their robustness, reliability, efficiency and safety and they
ensure a correct and uninterrupted supply of energy to the
power station.
Signing this contract in Brazil will allow Jema, a specialist in
tailor-made power electronics, to assert its presence in the
field of electricity generation in Brazil. It is predicted that this
country will make significant investment in the energy sector
over the next few years and Jema expects its activity in Brazil
to continue to grow.

The Parnaiba project involves a complex energy generator
that is being installed by the Brazilian group in Santo Antonio
dos Lopes in southern Maranhao state, in the north east of
Brazil. The group has a gas field in this area which will supply
the installation.
During 2012, Jema will manufacture inverters, rectifiers,
battery chargers and distribution grids for the control, safety
and maintenance rooms at the power station. These systems
have been tailor-made for the installation and apply the most
advanced technology in power electronics. They are notable
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Iñigo Odriozola and Iñigo Etxabe (both Telecommunications Engineers)
are General Director and Technical Director respectively.

“Our vision consists of improving people’s quality of life through more
efficient, sustainable and comfortable movement.”
What has joining a Group like Irizar meant to Datik?
Datik was founded in 2008 as the entrepreneurship project
of two young and ambitious engineers. Despite having a clear
vision of the future and solid technical knowledge, experience
of the market and brand solvency were two factors that
limited our company’s growth.
As a world leader in bus and coach manufacture, Irizar has
principally provided Datik with backing. The Irizar name is
identified with terms such as reliability, high quality service
and solvency. This was exactly what Datik needed to take off.
What can a company that manufactures buses and
coaches offer you?
To develop the technological solutions we provide, Datik
needs to have constant access to vehicles’ internal equipment.
So now we have greater access to detailed information and
vehicles’ subsystems to be able to test our actual prototypes.
Furthermore, thanks to Irizar’s sales network, we can learn
about operators’ requirements first hand and develop solutions
that are better adapted to users’ needs.
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Has Datik’s situation changed significantly? What was the
old Datik like in comparison with now?
Datik was created as an aspirational project. The beginning is
always difficult and there are many challenges to overcome.
Today, Datik has become a solvent company with big future
prospects, a company that has started to expand and be
recognised in its areas of operation, capable of providing
clients with satisfactory and competitive solutions.
What does Datik offer?
Datik is a young company that has been digital from the start.
It is constantly exploring new technologies, new trends,
new challenges. The internet is an obvious example of the
new reality and the opportunities that are opening up for
companies which they should take advantage of. In Datik, Irizar
saw a young company with great potential for growth that can
provide a large amount of knowledge in terms of information
and telecommunication technology.
The concept of the connected vehicle (a trend that is already
taking shape in the automobile sector) that is not just a
variation on the Internet of Things, and intelligent management
systems are two fields in which Datik can provide solutions.

>> IRizar group

What projects are you immersed in ? What sectors of
activity?
Datik develops ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems). Solutions
that apply ICT to the transport sector. We think this activity
unquestionably has great possibilities for improvement
with respect to today’s reality, and for this reason our vision
consists of improving people’s quality of life through more
efficient, sustainable and comfortable mobility.
Today, we are predominantly focused on collective road transport
(buses and coaches) and rail (suburban trains, trams, metro).
Furthermore, we have a third group of projects for public
administrations that we group under the concept of citizen
mobility. These projects aim to improve people’s mobility,
whether by improving access to public transport information,
or encouraging people to share cars or use buses and coaches,
thereby saving a large part of the cost involved in specific
journeys.
How do you plan to face the future?
The 2012 financial year has so far been very intense with
regard to sales trips, project development and the creation of
new solutions. We are enjoying spectacular growth.
We hope that in 2013 we can continue this level of growth,
with new national and international clients, and interesting
projects that solve real problems. Our challenge is also to
generate more employment and to continue to strengthen the
Datik brand.
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Irizar Mexico:
a promising future
The Irizar Group looks to its
Mexico factory with great
optimism. A new client with a
minimum purchase of 200 coaches
a year has just joined the list of
clients that have placed their
trust in the Irizar Group.

Through its Mexico factory, the Irizar Group has succeeded in
reaffirming its leading position in Mexico after having signed
the IAMSA Group as a new client. This contract signifies growth
by 200 coaches a year and therefore increased activity in this
country with the consequent generation of wealth and direct/
indirect employment, predominantly around Queretaro.
The IAMSA Group and its partners have trusted once more in Irizar
for its reliability and cutting-edge design, and also for being clientorientated. It offers its customers the products that most suit
their needs, guaranteeing the highest standards of safety and
comfort for passengers with guaranteed profit from investment.
The contract involves the manufacture and service of products
from the whole range of models that are currently manufactured
at the Queretaro factory.
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>> IRizar group

IAMSA is the most important
passenger transport company in
Mexico, transporting more than
300.000.000 passengers each year by
land, air and rail.
The Mexico factory manufactures the Irizar pb model, a
coach aimed at the luxury sector that is the star product in
the Mexican market and the most sold model in its sector;
the Irizar i6 model, which is still to be launched in Mexico but
already has a significant list of orders and is specially adapted
to the tourist and first class sectors; and the Irizar i5 model, the
leading coach in the budget intercity sector.
IAMSA is the most important passenger transport company
in Mexico, transporting more than 300.000.000 passengers
each year by land, air and rail.

AND ALSO, NEW PROJECTS
Irizar has consolidated itself at the undisputed leader in
the customised, long-distance and tourism sectors, and is
looking for new challenges. It is now taking its first steps
towards the United States market.
It is working on defining the first prototypes of an integral
design coach for this market that will be manufactured at
the Group’s Spanish headquarters and will begin activity
in 2013. After this, the company will adapt the Queretaro
factory for the mass production of the model.
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Irizar coaches
at the London
Olympic Games

Between March and May, two months before the Olympic
Games opened in London, Irizar delivered 35 i4 model coaches
to Translink, the largest public transport operator in Northern
Ireland and the company chosen to provide transport services
to sportspeople from around the world.

Together, Irizar and its client
Translink contributed to the
success of the Olympic Games held
in London this July and August.
During the Olympic Games, Irizar
coaches were available for use by
the authorities and Olympic and
Paralympic athletes on the route
from Buckingham to the Olympic
Stadium and other venues where
the great sports events took
place.
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“We are delighted to contribute to the success of the Games,
where only the best compete, and will provide products that
are safe, reliable and comfortable,” stated Gotzon Gomez,
Export Director at Irizar.
The operator from Northern Ireland purchased a total of 48
coaches, and on this occasion selected the 12.2 m Irizar i4
version H for 51 passengers on a Scania K320 IB Euro 5 chassis.
After the event had finished, the 35 coaches travelled to
Northern Ireland to cover part of the Goldline routes.
The second batch of 13 coaches, delivered directly to Belfast
in July, were put into service over the summer.
The Irizar i4 coach received an award as the most
multifunctional coach in its sector in Europe because of its
ability to easily adapt to the needs of the service required. It
was presented with the award at Busworld (Belgium), Europe’s
most important international fair.
All of the coaches were fully equipped with the latest
innovations available in the market in terms of security,
accessibility and comfort. Notable features are the platform
for people with reduced mobility, next generation NMI Maxi
Capacity wheelchair restraints, luxury leather seats with
adjustable safety belts at a suitable height for children, a 9

>> Customers

camera security system, an anti-fire system, Wi-fi, LED lighting,
a stainless steel structure and much, much more.
In addition to this recent purchase of 48 units, a further 39
coaches will be delivered before the end of the year, providing
Translink with a fleet of more than 200 Irizar coaches.

“We are delighted to contribute to
the success of the Games, where only
the best compete, and will provide
products that are safe, reliable and
comfortable”.

Translink
Translink is the largest public transport operator in Northern
Ireland. Translink’s Goldline brand has 110 coaches and
provides regular transport across tge country, offering the
public a premium intercity service with a variety of routes and a
flexible timetable. Goldline connects the main towns and cities
in Northern Ireland.
In addition to the Goldline service, Translink has other
transport lines such as Ulsterbus and Metro, which provide
city bus services throughout Northern Ireland and in Belfast
respectively; Northern Ireland Railways, which provides
passenger rail transport; and Ulsterbus Tours & Hire, a company
that provides coaches for tourism and special hires with a fleet
predominantly comprised of Irizar-Scania coaches.
Translink is committed to the continuous improvement of its
services, safety, reliability, comfort and adapting to passengers’
needs, particularly those of people with reduced mobility. To
achieve these aims it has once more decided to place its trust
in Irizar-Scania as a travelling companion.

The Olimpic Games:
a memorable show
In addition, a large fleet of coaches operated in London
and surrounding areas to provide transport services to the
avalanche of volunteers, as well as guests visiting the event.
Stewarts Coaches, were chosen to provide transportation
services to many of the prominent performers that
participated in the Olympic Games closing ceremony.
The ceremony was the perfect end to the extraordinary
Games in which the British Superstars provided the United
Kingdom and the rest of the world with a truly memorable
event.
It is with good reason that Irizar has become a market leader
in the United Kingdom with a 20% market share in July 2012
for its conventional and integral design coaches.
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Redwing Coaches
A Premium Service from Irizar

Redwing Coaches, London’s
leading luxury coach operator
and one of the biggest in the
United Kingdom, has purchased 12
Irizar coaches this year.
Determined to offer its clients a Premium Service, Redwing
Coaches, which already has a fleet of 75 luxury vehicles,
prioritizes comfort, safety and profitability when making a
purchasing decision. It has chosen the Irizar i6 for its Reliance
intercity service, as it was the coach available on the market
which best met its needs.
The coaches are 12.2 m in length and manufactured on
the Scania K360 IB chassis. They are equipped with a next
generation Masats K7 cassette type handicapped-access
lift situated by the central luggage compartment, a rear door
and a capacity for 53 passengers or 49 passengers and 1
wheelchair. The exclusive Irizar i6 seats are upholstered in grey
and red, perfectly matching the Redwing brand image.
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The Irizar i6’s safety, cutting-edge design and comfort,
plus its LED lighting, compliance with the strictest safety
regulations, accessibility, and latest technological advances in
air conditioning and on-board entertainment were decisive in
closing this important contract.
Irizar has managed to expand its already extensive client
list in the United Kingdom with this important south London
operator, which provides luxury coaches to private clients,
renowned companies and representatives from the art and
show business world. For example, last month Redwing
Coaches was commissioned to transport musicians from the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra during the London leg of
their European tour.
The coaches, with their unmistakeable red colour, were
delivered to the client in May to fulfil demand during the peak
summer season. Now an order for an additional seven units
has just been confirmed by the client.

>> Customers

Irizar accompanies
the Pope’s visit to Leon (Mexico)
Irizar joined the events organised
in honour of Pope Benedict XVI’s
visit to Mexico by transporting
the Estado Mayor Presidencial
Presidential Guard and
Archdiocese in Irizar pb coaches.
In order to guarantee the comfort and safety required for the
delegation, the organizing committee decided that the new
Irizar pb Primera Plus coaches belonging to Flecha Amarilla
would be used to transport the principal leaders during the
Pope’s apostolic visit.
Pope Benedict XVI visited Mexico from March 23-25, 2012.
More than 3 million people received the Pope in Leon and
attended the public events, particularly the Mass held on
Sunday March 25th. The vast number of attendees exceeded
all expectations.
If the Papal visit exceeded the expectations of the Mexican
Government, so did our coaches.
Flecha Amarilla is a leading company in the transport sector
and operates across the whole of central Mexico. Each month,
3,600 coaches travel 1 million kilometres and transport 7
million passengers.
The units, configured to Primera Plus standard, are the
coach of choice for Mexican users. The coaches are the most
advanced vehicles available on the Mexican market in terms of
safety and provide all the comfort passengers require. Each

If the Papal visit exceeded the
expectations of the Mexican
Government, so did our coaches.

coach has two bathrooms (one women-only), a refrigerator,
coffeemaker, front and rear dividing screens, 32 luxurious
seats with individual screens and Hispacold Eco3 ionizers that
ensure that the passenger area is bacteria and odour-free.
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Luxury Irizar coaches
travel through the Baltic States
Visit by the President of Mootor Grupp.
Last June, eighteen coaches were delivered to Grupo Sebe and
Lux Express, companies belonging to Mootor Grupp AS that
offer transport services to passengers in the Baltic states. The
delivery was preceded by a visit by the Group’s Chairman, Hugo
Osula, and the managing directors of the subsidiary companies,
to Irizar’s installations.
The new units are Irizar pb and Irizar i6 models on Scania
chassis and are among the most advanced coaches available in
terms of safety, luxury service and technology.
All of these coaches have been manufactured with different
distribution and equipment configurations. Some of the new
elements included are: personal TFT multimedia entertainment
screens in the Pb seats, a beverage vending machine, kitchen
and on-board Wi-Fi, TDT and a 3000 W converter.
With a new design and color scheme, the Irizar i6 coaches
were put into use in August in the Tartu-Tallinn line, known
as the Taistunni Express. This premium service expects to
attract a greater number of passengers and to boost public
transport over medium and long distance routes. Investment in
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technology and safety ensure these coaches are comfortable
spaces in which to travel, with maximum levels of safety and
luxury services.
“We are extremely satisfied with our relationship with Irizar. As
well as being reliable and safe, Irizar coaches are synonymous
with a different design in the countries where we operate and
they don’t go unnoticed. We have also chosen an interior and
exterior design in new colors to generate positive emotions
in passengers, which will make them enjoy their journey. We
always want to be up-to-date with the latest developments in
the market”, states Hugo Osula, Chairman of Mootor Grupp As,
after being greeted as the guest of honor with an aurresku (a
traditional Basque dance) and a welcome cocktail.
Sebe and Lux Express belong to the Mootor Group, a private
company dedicated to public transport services that operates
in the Baltics.
Sebe has become the leading passenger transport company at
a national level due to its continuous investment in improving
services and the comfort of its passengers.

>> Customers

Lux Express Group is the largest express coach operator at an
international level in the Balkans and offers daily connection
services between the main cities in the Baltic states and St.
Petersburg.
When low cost flights took off in Europe, the Eurolines panEuropean coach route network was relegated to second place.
However, Lux Express evolved in a different direction, with new
medium and long-distance premium services and international
routes. Today the company attracts the greatest activity on
Tallinn-St. Petersburg and Tallinn-Riga routes. It still plans to
expand further, with routes between Riga, Vilna and Warsaw,
and Berlin from June 1, 2012.
Lux Express has a fleet of 33 new Irizar-Scania coaches.

“We are extremely satisfied with
our relationship with Irizar. As well
as being reliable and safe, Irizar
coaches are synonymous with a
different design in the countries
where we operate and they don’t go
unnoticed”.
we were also visited by:
Hugo Osula and his wife Tiiu Osula,
Chairpeople of Grupo Mootor Grupp AS.
Hannes Saarpuu y Age Käos,
members of the Lux Express Board of Directors.
Kuldar Väärsi y Malle Raud,
members of the Sede Board of Directors.
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Ultramar
Transport, trusting
in Irizar for more
than a decade
“We continue to be extremely
satisfied with Irizar because
it provides us with everything
we need to give the best
service to our clients: an
attractive design, comfort,
reliability, profitability,
a good quality-price
relationship, the flexibility
to adapt to our needs, an
excellent after-sales service,
plus the ability to deliver
large volume orders and meet
delivery times.” Francisco Tome
Lara, Managing Director of
Ultramar Transport.
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Ultramar Transport, the Spanish passenger road transport
company belonging to the Tui Travel Plc group, has added
21 new Irizar coaches to its fleet in Mallorca and the Canary
Islands.
Irizar Century coaches are manufactured on a Volvo B9R
frame and have more than 55 seats with two-point seatbelts,
convection and ceiling heating, double extra-tinted windows
and a large volume luggage compartment with a second
passenger door behind the rear axle.
With this new purchase, this operator’s fleet reaches over 200
units with an average vehicle age of 3.2 years.

>> Customers

In 2011 it provided more than 575,000 services and
transported more than 8.9 million passengers.
Ultramar Transport services 10% of the international tourists
that visit Spain and has eight operating bases located in the
main Spanish tourist destinations (Mallorca, Costa del Sol, Costa
Blanca, Costa de la Luz, Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerteventura
and Lanzarote). The operator also has branches located in
Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Seville and Almeria.

With this new purchase, this operator’s
fleet reaches over 200 units with an
average vehicle age of 3.2 years.

The company has more than 50 years’ experience in the sector
and a team of over 400 professionals.
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Plana expands its fleet with Irizar
Plana has incorporated a total
of eight Irizar i4 and Irizar pb
coaches into its fleet. These new
acquisitions join more than 30 the
client has recently purchased
and confirm the trust Plana
places in the Irizar brand.
The Low Entry model Irizar i4 coaches are 13.2 m in length and
are equipped with a manual ramp, 55 seats, a destination sign,
convection heating, double-glazed extra-tinted windows, an
advertising display screen at the main door and a closed driver
compartment.
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The Irizar pb coaches have lifts for people with reduced
mobility, 59 seats, double-glazed Venus windows, a DVD
player and school transport.
Plana is the largest private passenger road transport company
in Tarragona and transports more than 15 million passengers
each year. It has more than 500 highly qualified and dedicated
professionals who aim for comfort and passenger safety.
Plana has four operational centres in Tarragona, Calafell,
El camp de Reus and Vilanove and its over 38,000 m2 of
installations are home to 350 coaches, among which Irizar
models have a significant presence.
With over 50 years of experience, Plana has once more
placed its trust in the Irizar brand due to the safety, reliability
and comfort offered by its coaches; the same qualities it is
determined to transfer to its clients.

>> Customers
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Founded by his father Jose, his father-in-law Nicolas Ruano
became a shareholder in 1965, and was later joined by Manuel
Torres’ ten brothers. In 1976, Manuel Torres became the sole
shareholder and, since then, has steered the company with a
firm hand.

Interview with
Manuel Torres
As he prepares for his 74th
birthday in December, Manuel
Torres is bidding farewell to
almost forty years as the head
of the Malaga-based company
Automoviles Torres.
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Before handing over the management baton to his son Manuel
Torres Ruano and son-in-law Balduino Reinaldo, the current
manager cannot overlook the crisis faced by Spain in general,
and the sector in particular, while at the same advising that
“what we have to do is tighten our belts and move things
forward”.
Every area of coach maintenance is carried out at the
Automoviles Torres installations…
Yes, I had big dreams. I’ve worked hard, very hard. I’ve travelled
a lot, and always wanted to set up premises in Malaga that
would fulfill my ambitions. Before establishing the current
headquarters in Antequera, we were based in the La Estrella
industrial estate in Villanueva de Algaida and in Cuevas de
San Marcos. But it is definitely here that I’ve done everything
I wanted to do. Solid facilities with a mechanical garage, repair
and air conditioning servicing equipment, paint and body
workshop, tire repair and changing... And all of this working
with an exceptional team.

>> Customers

How many vehicles do you have in your fleet, and how
many are Irizar coaches?
We currently have 27 vehicles. Just under half are from Irizar,
11 to be exact, but I must admit that we started working with
the company very late because I was very loyal to another
company, a brand I’ve worked with for more than 35 years.
After having worked with this company for so long, what
made you decide to choose Irizar?
First, the appearance of Irizar coaches. Put a coach next to an
Irizar coach and people will get into the Irizar coach, for one
reason or another. And then also, another thing to bear in mind
is the 5-year guarantee offered by Irizar. These are the two
main reasons that I decided to choose Irizar, as well as the fact
that we are extremely happy with the company employees we
have worked with. There must be something to improve... Not
everything can be perfect!
With your years of experience, what do you imagine the
coach of the future will be like, in 10 or 15 years’ time?
In the future we will need to reduce our dependence on fossil
fuels. The increasing price of diesel means the service is less
profitable, particularly in a context where costs cannot be
transferred to the user. Electric cars will be one solution.

“Put a coach next to an Irizar coach
and people will get into the Irizar
coach, for one reason or another.”
Could Irizar do something to satisfy you more in the
coaches they make in the future?
Some people are already saying that Irizar is falling behind and
needs to develop another model.
Are you saying the Irizar pb is falling behind?
No, no. It’s just what some people say. I don’t think so, I prefer
the Irizar pb to the Irizar i6. I don’t agree with that opinion at all.
I think the Irizar pb is still very current.
You will be leaving the company shortly...
That’s right. I’m like a tire that has driven its kilometers and now
is worn out. I’m about to turn 74 and I’m not a young man any
more. New people, my son Manuel and son-in-law Balduino, will
carry the company forwards, but, right or wrong, I’ll always be
there to offer them my opinion and advice.
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Africa Cup of
Nations in
Gabon

Each coach was a 13 meter Century model on a Volvo B7
chassis. They were manufactured by Irizar Brazil and delivered
to the ANGT (National Agency for Large-scale Infrastructure
Works), part of the Gabonese government. The coaches
travelled between Libreville and Franceville, the two cities that
hosted matches during the competition.
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Irizar joined the Africa Cup of
Nations 2012, held in Gabon
and Guinea during January
and February, by delivering
20 coaches to the Gabonese
government for use by the
country’s President, as well as
FIFA guests and the participating
football teams.

Two of the twenty luxury coaches were for the President’s
exclusive use, and in order to fulfill his strict and highly
demanding requirements, customization was fundamental to
their manufacture.
These highly equipped vehicles have fully tinted doubleglazed windows that act as a filter to increase privacy, comfort

>> Customers

Two of the twenty luxury coaches were for the President’s exclusive use, and
in order to fulfill his strict and highly demanding requirements, customization
was fundamental to their manufacture.
and create a cool temperature. The interior is divided into
three separate areas; the front is equipped with two black
leather three-seater sofas; the central area has a kitchen
with a refrigerator, microwave, bathroom and cabinets; and
the rear area houses the president’s private room. This area
is completed divided off by a wall and has an access door,
private bathroom, seven comfortable leather seats, an
independent sound system, VGA connectors for computers
and a completely personalized audio-video system, making the
coach a comfortable space suitable for holding meetings while
travelling.
To comply with all of the necessary safety protocols, an
emergency door was also included at the rear of the vehicle for
possible evacuation by the President in case of an emergency.
Another two coaches were available for FIFA’s preferential
guests and each had a VIP 2+1 seat configuration. The
16 remaining coaches were used by the football teams
participating in the competition and were equipped to meet
the needs of the players and management team. Each coach
had 40 seats, one refrigerator, a bathroom and an audio-visual
system with a DVD player and two screens, as well as all of the
safety features and high standards of comfort included in this
coach model.

CAN – AFRICA CUP OF NATIONS
The 28th Africa Cup of Nations was held in Gabon and
Equatorial Guinea from January 21, 2012 to February 12,
2012. Both countries won the right to host the tournament
after defeating the bid by Nigeria. This is the second time
in the Cup’s history that two countries have organized the
tournament.
The qualifying stage began on September 3, 2010 and the
following teams reached the finals: Equatorial Guinea, Gabon,
Ghana, Ivory Coast, Tunisia, Angola, Zambia, Guinea, Morocco,
Mali, Senegal, Burkina Faso, Sudan, Libya, Botswana and Niger.
Fourteen teams joined Gabon and Equatorial Guinea, who
automatically qualified as hosts.

In short, these coaches had the latest advances in technology,
safety and comfort, ensuring the passengers travelled with
the maximum safety, comfort and reliability.
When the competition finished, the vehicles were incorporated
into the mobile fleet of a Gabonese operator in Libreville to
provide transport services in the city.
As this was the first time Irizar delivered coaches to Gabon, a
team from the Brazil plant travelled to Libreville to give training
courses to the soldiers who would be driving the coaches
during the competition, as well as to the mechanics and drivers
of the end operator in Libreville.

Zambia won after beating Ivory Coast 8-7 on penalties.
Although this victory does not mean qualification for the
2013 Confederations Cup, Zambia may be invited to join the
winner of South Africa 2013.
The 2012 tournament will go down in history due to the
absence of Egypt, Cameroon, Nigeria, South Africa and
Algeria, five great African teams that were surprisingly
eliminated at the qualifying stage.
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Assisting
passenger
accessibility
and mobility
Passenger accessibility and
the size of interior spaces has
become a key factor and in
recent years innovations are
being developed in this field
in order to offer maximum
comfort and passenger
accessibility.
Platform for front access door
Irizar now has a platform designed for use with the front access
door of coach model Irizar i6 which lets people with reduced
mobility enter the coach by the same door as other passengers,
thereby avoiding any kind of discrimination and ensuring the driver
does not need to leave his seat to operate the platform.
The solution includes a wider front door and a smooth inside floor
for improved wheelchair manoeuvrability.
It is also possible to incorporate a guide seat which is compatible
with the platform when it is in operation.
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>> INnovation
Innovación

Several clients, including two important English companies,
Terravision and West Coast Motors, have decided to include
this solution in coaches in their fleets. This solution is available
for coaches with 2 and 3 axles and a maximum of 53 and 61
passengers respectively.
Vertical platform at the rear axle

“people with reduced mobility are
provided with adapted solutions so
they can enter coaches comfortably,
easily and safely with the other
passengers. ”

This option offers the possibility of installing a vertical platform at
the rear axle, optimising luggage compartment capacity.
Platform on central step
This platform solution is only installed in the Irizar i4 model, used
in the intercity transport sector, and is suitable for intensive use,
providing optimum accessibility.
Platform at central luggage compartment
This is a next-generation lift for the disabled situated by the central
luggage compartment. It includes an upper door for exclusive
access by people with reduced mobility.
Options for the wheelchair area are:
• A quick-release mechanism that means seats can be removed
and installed quickly and easily, creating the space necessary for
a wheelchair.
• NMI Maxi Capacity anchoring system, so that no seats need to
be removed. This mechanism involves removing the cushions from
a pair of seats and sliding them along rails to create the necessary
space for a wheelchair.
• Tip-up seat mechanism with folding cushions and sliding legs
that creates the space for a wheelchair without having to remove
anything from the coach.

All of these solutions have been created in collaboration
with leading disabled lift and wheelchair restraint
manufacturers and comply with the most demanding
safety parameters, including regulation 66.01.
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Improve
efficiency, safety and comfort
Datik is a pioneer in the
development and introduction
of advanced technological
assistance, information and
driving control systems that
help save on fuel and minimize the
risk of distraction and collision
by detecting and predicting
situations through artificial
vision technology, thereby
helping to promote more reliable,
safe and efficient driving.

MagicEye is an advanced technological assistance system that
helps to minimize the risk of being distracted and collisions
through detecting and predicting situations using artificial
vision technology that contributes to safer driving.
The system includes features such as obstacle and road sign
detection, safe distance calculation, involuntary lane changes,
speed limit warnings and driver fatigue alerts.
It also offers an important competitive advantage with regard
to other conventional products which only focus on warning
the driver. It includes image recording, a warning and event
register, as well as transmitting information to a central unit
from a web platform which draws conclusions and processes
all of the information gathered to detect any driving offences,
plan the safest routes and optimize driving habits. These
features make MagicEye a total solution designed for fleet
management.
Attractively designed, the system has a camera, a processing
device and a warning system that can be either audible or
visual, or both at the same time. Other, more selective, alert
mechanisms are currently being developed, such as seat
vibration, to avoid disturbing passengers when the warning
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is given. Installation is very straightforward and can be
customized according to the client’s needs in terms of finishes
and visual warnings to perfectly integrate into the coach’s
dashboard or the fleet management platform.
EcoAssist is a fuel-saving solution that shows the driver a
series of instructions that optimize his or her driving style.
EcoAssist is based on different types of information (the
vehicle’s location, the driver’s driving style, orographic maps
and GPS sensors), and an expert system that combines this
information and, using the vehicle’s consumption models as a
guide, learns and generates instructions. These instructions
are shown the driver, discretely, so as not to distract him or her,
at a moment when a rapid response is possible.
These solutions unquestionably improve safety, passenger
comfort and client reliability and profitability.

Active safety as a service or solution
• Customized active security, incorporating the features
required by a client.
• Turnkey projects that adapt technology to the client’s
specific needs.
• Possibility of remote management of active security devices,
as an added vehicle feature with this service.
• Information provided when the driver deactivates the
system.
• The system can also give warnings (including correctly
signalled lane changes) in specific areas determined by GPS
coordinates.

MagicEye is an advanced technological
assistance system that helps to
minimize the risk of being distracted
and collisions through detecting and
predicting situations using artificial
vision technology.
Datik become part of Irizar Group in 2011 and has
recently developed a software platform for infrastructure
management and optimum service planning that can be used
for railways, trams and buses, and a platform for improving
user mobility orientated around sports events, creating
optimum routes based on a match calendar.

Infrastructure management and service planning
This technological platform provides benefits in different
areas within the organisation.
Integrated solution:
Total integration with the centralised operation system,
applicable to railways, trams and roads. Integration with
administrative and operational departments.
Modernisation of management:
We have created new management processes and have
withdrawn the use of paper for planning activities.
Cost calculation and resource optimisation:
Operation-related cost calculations and the automatic
assignation tool,make it is easier for the operator to reduce
operating costs.
Centralised infrastructure management:
Instant adaptability to works or new route creation.
Independent from map providers.
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A green future:
the electric city bus by Irizar
In line with our mission and our
sustainable competitiveness
strategy, 2011 marked the
start to the development of a
100% electric city bus that will
complement Irizar’s current
range of products.
This project, therefore, has high strategic value; in addition
to generating growth for the Group and creating wealth and
employment, it hopes to provide a definitive boost to the
use of the bus as the best option for the mass transport of
people in city environments. It also works to place Irizar at the
forefront of European technology with a 100% electric city
bus with zero emissions.
The main challenge of the IEB (Irizar Electric Bus) project
is developing an electric bus capable of being competitive
against conventional and hybrid buses, as well as overcoming
technological challenges in terms of the freestanding
structure, the traction system, energy generation and storage,
the multiplexed control and communication systems and the
operating assistance systems.
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To carry out this project, a consortium of Basque Country
companies was created, headed by I Irizar with the participation
of two more companies in the Group: Jema Energy, S.A., the
leading company in power and control electronics, and Datik
S.L., which specialises in information systems for transport
management. San Sebastian transport operator DBUS is also
involved, in addition to 3 technological centres: CEIT, TECNALIA
and VICOMTECH.
To develop the traction Groups, real driving cycles were
monitored in different orographic conditions with different
drivers and route lengths.
Using this initial information, design began on the energy
storage needs, hybridizing batteries with supercapacitors in
order to manage the needs of medium and peak flows in the
most efficient way. The batteries provide the energy needed
to feed the vehicle and the supercapacitors absorb the energy
peaks during acceleration and braking.
One critical point that requires particular attention is the
climate control system, as it must achieve a similar level of
comfort as a conventional bus with energy consumption that
makes the overall product viable.
The remaining studies will end with the battery charging
process, which will depend on suitable management of
regenerative braking and static recharging at the end of each
day.

>> Coporate social responsability

“The prototype, which is expected to
circulate in San Sebastian in 2014, will
be able to travel between 250 and
300 kilometres”.

The vehicle’s reliability will also be optimized through new,
more efficient and faster reacting energy control algorithms,
eliminating wherever possible the use of sensors (sensorless).
The system will be open to incorporating possible energy
capturing technology that may be installed in the bus, in
addition to the planned technology, such as solar panels or
different piezoelectrical systems.
The prototype, which is expected to circulate in San Sebastian
in 2014, will be able to travel between 250 and 300 kilometres,
the necessary distance for fulfilling the requirements of a bus
with these characteristics.
A prognosis system in the energy storage will improve the
system’s reliability and will help to precisely forecast the
batteries’ life cycles which will extend their useful life though
predictive maintenance.

More specifically, it will use the MagicEye and EcoAssist
systems developed entirely by Datik. MagicEye is an advanced
technological assistance system that helps to minimize the
risk of being distracted and collisions through detecting and
predicting situations using artificial vision technology that
contributes to safer driving.
EcoAssist is a solution that helps optimize battery consumption
based on efficient driving management.
The entire solution consists, on one hand, of an on-board
system that gathers different types of information about the
vehicle, driver and environment, processes it and automatically
identifies the actions that should be taken to increase driving
efficiency. On the other hand, it provides the user with access
to a cloud control centre that centralizes all of the information
about vehicle consumption, the route and the driver, and allows
them to anticipate maintenance activity, calculate efficiency
indicators and generate reports.
Increased passive security will be achieved, despite reducing
the total weight, by incorporating aluminium and light alloys as
the main materials in the structure.

Like all Irizar coaches, the vehicle will have a rigid and robust
structure capable of withstanding side or front crashes as well
turning on its side.
Furthermore, it will include the latest advances in terms of
vehicle insulation to avoid any electromagnetic impact on
passengers from the high voltage lines.
With regard to active security, the bus will have all of the
specific parts and systems from the high quality sector that
are already available in integral design Irizar coaches, such as
anti-slip control, stability control, special slope filters and new
assistance, information and control systems.
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>> Events

Attendance at international fairs
Irizar continues to present
important new products at
international trade fairs; Kielce,
Bordeaux, Rimini, Sao Paolo,
Madrid and Birmingham are the
perfect settings for Irizar to
present its future strategic
lines and to consolidate and
strengthen its brand image.
Expoônibus – Rio Janeiro (Brazil)
3 - 5 October
The first date this year is the ExpoÔnibus fair held from 3-5
October at the “Riocentro” Exhibition Centre, also the location
of the RIO+20 environmental conference. This increasingly
important fair is held twice-yearly and is dedicated to buses,
coaches and auxiliary industries. This year the fair will house
more than 150 exhibitors over 32,000 m2 and more than
10,000 people are expected to attend.

Irizar Brazil will take advantage of this setting to officially
launch the new Irizar i6 coach to clients, the specialist press
and collaborators in the Brazilian and South American market.
The 1,000 m2 stand will have 4 different models of the new
Irizar i6, as well as 2 Irizar pb and 1 Irizar Century to complete
the range of coaches available from the Brazilian factory.
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TransExpo - Kielce (Poland)
10 - 12 October
The next fair in the calender is TransExpo, held in the Polish
city of Kielce. Irizar has been represented by Wanicky with its
own stand for the second year running.
The 400 m2 stand had two DAF powered coaches, the Irizar i6
and an integral design Irizar i4. An Irizar Century on a Volvo B9
chassis presided over the main entrance to the fair.
The desire to be close to Polish clients led Irizar to sign a
distribution agreement with Wanicky Co. which currently offers
a sales and after-sales service for Irizar coaches in Poland.

Irizar will have over 2,000 m2 at
FIAA and will present a spectacular
brand experience.
Also, the new 14 m model of the Irizar pb has been exhibited
inside the fair’s grounds. So, for another year, Irizar has been
present to dedicate all of its energy to assisting visitors and is
ready to offer them the best.
France was one of Irizar’s priority markets when it created its
sales and after-sales service network.

Autocar Expo – Bordeaux (France)
17 - 20 October
This year, for the second time, Irizar has been present among
the biggest brands in the sector through its distributor, Irizar
Autocars, and has offered its best products and services at the
fair.
Besides boosting the great icons of the Irizar brand, it exhibited
the full range of integral design coaches that are currently part
of the Irizar Autocars catalogue.
The 400 m2 stand had an Irizar i6 and a 13 m Irizar i4, two
coaches which have been completely adapted to meet the
needs of French clients.
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Bus & Turismo – Rimini (Italy)
18 - 20 October
Bus & Turismo Rimini is the main tourism fair in the Italian
market and has become essential for coach companies that
operate in the tourism sector.
At its 1,000 m2 stand, Irizar Italia has presented a full range of
coaches, each on a Scania chassis.
Irizar continues to strengthen its brand image in Italy.

>> Events

FIAA – Madrid (Spain)
23 - 26 October
Irizar will have over 2,000 m2 at FIAA and will present a
spectacular brand experience
This year Irizar is attending the International Bus and Coach Fair
(FIAA) in Madrid and officially will present its new brand image
and new Irizar i3 coach, an addition which will complement the
existing range.
The fair will see the official presentation of the new Irizar
brand image, and also the launch of the Irizar i3 coach to
clients, collaborators and the media on the opening day of the
fair at 1.30pm.
Attending the fair for the second year, the Irizar stand is
over 2,000 m2, and is the perfect setting to enjoy a unique
experience that will transport attendees to the company of
the future.
At the stand it will also be possible to see the whole range of
coaches in the Irizar family, including 2 Irizar pb, 3 Irizar i6, one
Irizar i4 and two Irizar i3 of different lengths and models, built
on all of the different brands of chassis available in the market.

As well as welcoming everyone visiting the fair, the stand will
become a space where coaches will live in perfect harmony
with technology, electronics, telecommunications, diversity,
mobility and environmental and social sustainability, all of
which are values inherent to the brand and that demonstrate
the company’s future strategy.

Euro Bus Expo - Birmingham (UK)
6 - 8 November
After the Madrid exhibition, the next fair in the calendar is Euro
Bus Expo in Birmingham (United Kingdom), which is held from
6-8 November.
This is one of the most important fairs in the sector in the UK
and is attended by clients, suppliers and the specialist press.
This year, the 400 m2 Irizar UK stand will be dominated by two
Irizar i6 coaches with DAF motors.
A third coach of the same model on a Scania chassis will be
seen at the Scania stand next door. A fourth Irizar i4 coach will
welcome attendees at the entrance to the fair.
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Launch of the Irizar i3
ROUNDING OFF OUR RANGE OF
COACHES WITH A MORE
URBAN LOW ENTRY.

At the FIAA Fair, Irizar presented its new Irizar i3 coach, a model
that completes its current range and covers the niche that the
Irizar i4 could not, being designed from a coach.
This model was created with our customers’ needs in mind, and
that we, until now, could not fully satisfy. It is the true result
of joint reflection with our clients on how to create a more
functional product to cover the Low Entry range, with a 100%
guarantee.
The main features of this model are centered on accessibility
and the adaptability to the configurations desired by each
customer. In the front of the coach, the customer can choose
between single-door and double-door access, depending on
the expected use of the coach. Its reduced height from the
ground, 340 mm maximum, also contributes to improved
accessibility.
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>> products range

The main features of this model are
centered on accessibility and the
adaptability to the configurations
desired by each customer.
This model is more versatile in its interior and offers even more
configuration options for the desired number of seats and
standing passengers. The aisle is very wide and open.
Equipped with an integrated access ramp in the central door,
this coach also has a special area for Persons with Limited
Mobility and strollers. Its interior, constructed with vandalproof materials, is easy to clean and maintain. The front plate
is modular and detachable, which facilitates the replacement
of the parts most susceptible to damage.
This coach’s weight and distribution have also been optimized
while maintaining its attributes of safety and rigidity intact.
The structure is designed in accordance with the R66/01
standard, and one of the aspects to receive the most attention
was improved performance in the event of a head-on collision
and in the rigidity of the entire roof structure.

The ergonomic driver’s seat is especially comfortable and
provides extensive visibility. Its integrated climate control
equipment offers passengers maximum comfort.
It is the first of Irizar’s coaches in Spain with the option for
Class I homologation.
In terms of design, Irizar has designed a product that, even while
allowing this high degree of frontal accessibility, preserves all
of Irizar’s traits. The new Irizar i3 model offers functionality,
while maintaining all of the attributes of the Irizar family of
products and everything this company represents in terms
of SAFETY, RELIABILITY, PROFITABILITY, SERVICE and the
IRIZAR GUARANTEE.

This coach’s weight and distribution
have also been optimized while
maintaining its attributes of safety
and rigidity intact.
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Argos Shimano with
new Irizar coach
The Dutch cycling team Argos Shimano
revealed its brand-new Irizar i6 coach at
this year’s Tour de France.
A modern and fully equipped integral design Irizar i6 was delivered to the Argos
Shimano cycling team the week before the start of the 2012 Tour de France.
The Irizar coach is 12 m long, is safe and comfortable and has been completely
customized to meet the team’s demands. Great care was taken over details and
solutions to assist the work of the cyclists, mechanics, coaches, doctors and masseurs.
The coach has 3 individual showers, a stretcher-bed, an above-ground WC, 2 sofas, 8
seats facing each other with tables, a large fully-equipped kitchen complete with an oven,
hobs and two fridge-freezers.
Passengers can enjoy the latest technological advances, as the coach is also equipped with an
audio-video-TV system, large screens for analysing stages and training, an exterior communication
system, WIFI/internet and next generation satellite TV.
It also has everything needed for use when stationary, a generator, air conditioning, a hospitality tent and luggage
space perfectly adapted for the transportation of 9 bicycles, washers, etc.
The coach received a series of positive comments from the cyclists and team directors at the presentation given by our Dutch
distributor Cosmo Coach and Bus, part of the Koops Furness group.
Team Argos Shimano is a Dutch-licensed professional cycling team that competes in Continental Circuit races and events in the UCI
WorldTour.
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>> VIPS

Originally the Skil team, a new team identity for 2012 was
announced at the end of last September under the name
Project 1t4i as the team waited for confirmation from the
official sponsors to name the team. The project name is a
play on words meaning “one team, four i’s”. The four i’s are:
inspiration, integrity, improvement and innovation.

The Irizar coach is 12 m long, is safe
and comfortable and has been
completely customized to meet the
team’s demands.

After having competed as Project 1t4i since January, on 30
March the project’s sponsors were announced and a three year
contract was signed. The team is now called Argos Shimano,
and this name is derived from the companies Argos North
Sea Group (a Dutch oil company) and Shimano (a bicycle part
manufacturer).
We have followed and will continue to follow the success of
the cycling team as it uses the coach and Irizar brand on the
Tour, the Vuelta and many other competitions.
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>> VIPS

Luxury coaches
in Mexico
One of the niche markets seeing
a growing demand in Mexico is
the VIP coach market, and Irizar
is increasingly addressing this
market from its Queretaro
plant in order to satisfy the
requirements of clients who wish
to provide a luxury service to
their passengers.
These units require such a high level of customisation with
such special characteristics that Irizar dedicates many internal
and external resources to the design, development and
adaptation of parts and equipment to meet the needs of this
ever more demanding market.
The demand for these types of units, particularly in the
Mexican market, is due to a number of reasons, such as the
long distances involved in routes crossing Mexico, the high
cost of flights and the absence of a passenger railway system.
In this context, Irizar is becoming the company of choice due
to its ability to adapt its units to the highest standards and its
flexible work schedule.
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Irizar manufactures these units with
such a high degree of sophistication
that passengers frequently remark
that travelling in these coaches is
the same or better than travelling
by aeroplane.
Users of this type of service want to travel with the greatest
number of conveniences that make travelling for an average
of nine hours straight as comfortable as possible. For this
reason, Irizar manufactures these units with such a high
degree of sophistication that passengers frequently remark
that travelling in these coaches is the same or better than
travelling by aeroplane.
The 14 m Irizar pb is used for these types of services and
among its main features the coach is equipped with 24 seats,
2+1 distribution, individual video and audio systems, leg
rests, individual tables, 24 v and 110 v plugs, front and rear
screens with door, a kitchen with fridge and VEK6 water boiler,
aeroplane-type overhead lockers, electronic itinerary, rear
double WC, and a nappy-changer in the women’s WC.

Irizar Mexico’s main clients in
this sector are:
Tufesa Platinum
Primera Plus
Futura Select
Parhikuni Premium Class.

>> Shorts news...

Agreement between
Irizar and Tecnun
(University of Navarre)

Irizar has signed a year-long collaboration agreement with SEED
Group stating that, during this period of time, the cooperative
will sponsor and pay for part of the expenses related to the
manufacture and development of a single-seater vehicle that
students from the school will build to compete in the yearly
Formula Student Electric competition.
Furthermore, with its support, Irizar will provide a boost to the
training of these future engineers who really want to learn and
are ready to carry this ambitious project forwards. For Roberto
Iñiguez, Head of Staff at Irizar, collaboration with the Tecnun
students is essentially grounded in two reasons; firstly, Irizar’s
aim to back leading technological projects that also respect
the environment, and secondly, the fact that the company is
currently immersed in developing an electric coach.

Irizar and Caja Rural Agreement
This past July, one month prior to the Vuelta a España
cycling race, the Caja Rural professional cycling team signed
a collaboration agreement with the Irizar Group at Irizar’s
headquarters in Ormaiztegi.

This agreement is a sign of Irizar’s commitment to people,
society and the environment and its support of a healthy,
clean team sport with undeniable roots in the Basque Country.
Present for the signing, on behalf of Irizar, was Gorka Herranz,
Chairman of the Board and President of the Cooperative.
Herranz highlighted Irizar’s commitment to sports, particularly
cycling, and gave his best wishes to the competitors from the
region and his backing that Caja Rural would be a viable option
for their continued success.
Representing the Caja Rural cycling team was Mikel Azparren,
Manager, as well as the cyclists who would be competing a
week later in the Ordizia Classic: Aitor Galdos, Gari Bravo, Javier
Aramendía, Antonio Piedra, Marcos García, André Cardoso,
Fabricio Ferrari, Josué Moyano and Karol Domagalski.
At the signing, the Irizar coach used by the team at the Ordizia
and Getxo races and the Vuelta a España was unveiled.
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Close your eyes for a second, and imagine Brazil... its tropical aromas,
its combination of colours, its music. The fantastic music. Brazil is
even better than that. Here, more than anywhere else, one can imagine
opening a suitcase, never to close it again... When one thinks of Brazil,
the carnival and of course Rio de Janeiro come to mind.
But Brazil, that giant, is more than that: from colonial cities to the
deltas full of unoccupied tropical islands; immense red extensions
of golden banks, Amazonian adventures in concrete jungles... Brazil
has an abundant exuberance, a large amount of secular traditions,
extraordinary characters, and different landscapes. Here marvellous
things are familiar, everyday things are rare. And if Brazil sometimes
becomes melancholic, it immediately recovers, under the influence of the
eternal samba.
Brazil is a country for curious and insatiable travellers. It can cause
everything, except indifference. Let us be immersed in the disproportion
of the country and become infected by its spell.
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>> on the road...

...Around Brazil

Sao Paulo: “a cidade que não pode parar”
An event every six minutes. That is how the living city of the
region moves. Multicultural, nocturnal and enjoyable, the
largest metropolis of South America is the main financial and
urban centre of all Latin America with more than 19 million
inhabitants.

neighbourhood where the tragic Formula 1 hero, Ayton Senna
was born. More than twenty years ago, the interest for Sao
Paulo started to change and the tourists that came to this
cosmopolitan city did so pronouncing the names of Marcelo
Sommer, Gloria Coelho or Duda Bertholini... Women dream
of trying on a Colcci or a Calera with the secret fantasy of
seeing themselves like or even better than the fantastic Gisele
Bunche.

Visiting Sao Paulo is something live visiting the entire world
in only one place. Making business here means making real
business. Everything is oversize. It can become intimidating,
but it is ideal for those that prefer large cities: its activity and
nightlife make it one of the most dynamic and enjoyable places
of the world. It is a frenetic city, where everything happens
so quickly, but it maintains the characteristic warmth of its
citizens. Where skyscrapers devour the landscape and it is
a place full of things to do, form cultural activities, through
gastronomy and including sports.
The tourists are no longer here just for the music of Toquinho
or Rita Lee. Neither just to take a seat in the Morumbí Stadium
and watch the Sao Paulo team in action with the attacks
of Rogerio Ceni. And even not just to visit the Santana
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The Brazilian Way of Life. this is sao
paulo for its residents.
But if anything does attract the attention of those visiting Sao
Paulo it is arriving at the Liberate neighbourhood, practically at
the centre of this city. Here, hundreds of youths with Japanese
features can be heard talking Portuguese and of course you
can hear them talking about the moves Kaka did not make
during the last World Cup in South Africa.

The Brazilian Way of Life. This is Sao Paulo for its residents.
As well as receiving waves of compatriots trying to find here
what they cannot find in their homeland, there are thousands
of foreign immigrants -from Lebanese to Russians- that, the
same as in New York, they have come here convinced that
everything is possible. Nevertheless, the difference is that in
Sao Paulo cross breading has reached a point that it is difficult
to recognise where everyone comes from. Racial features are
very particular. Only one Paulist can have Italian, German, Arab
and Japanese features.
Many neighbourhoods of São Paulo maintain their typical
identity since the first part of the twentieth century, sine the
time of the first emigrations. There are also Italian, German,
Portuguese and Japanese neighbourhoods. Each of them with
the activities of their own cultures.
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This is the largest Japanese colony outside of Japan, although
the majority are more Brazilian and it is similar to the Chinatowns
of New York and London, but the streets are adorned with
typical Japanese lanterns and letters.
Usually people visit this neighbourhood to eat or visit the
Japanese markets, where for a short time one feels like being
in Tokyo, although it is not strange to see in some of these
markets a dominant amount of people from China or Korea, and
therefore typical products from those countries can be found.
Nowadays it could be said that a piece of Asia is in the Paulist
urbanism.
The dominant landscape along the 30-kilometre route from the
Guarulhos airport to the city centre is a succession of buildings
that not being true skyscrapers are like an architectural
competition from different periods that reach the maximum

>> on the road...
centres, small shops, independent film cinemas, a dozen of bars
that every weekend are full with youths and executives. Also
the Frei Caneca shopping centre is well visited.

expression when finally one crosses the emblematic Paulist
Avenue.
The size of Sao Paulo intimidates but has the advantage
that the majority of the places to be visited can be reached
by underground or walking, and maps for walking tours of
approximately 3.5 kilometres can be obtained from several of
the tour centres; these walks take about three hours, always
starting from the Plaza de la Republica.
Diagonally located to this central point is another of the Sao
Paulo symbols like the Copan building, designed by Oscar
Niemeyer, where it is worth taking the time to walk around its
entrance hall with its curved passages and taste an espresso
in Café Floresta, with over 60 years of history and guaranteed
by the Brazilian Association of Coffee Industries.
The walk will take you past the San Francisco de Asis and
Carmo churches, the Cathedral Square –known in Portuguese
as Praça da Sé- the Municipal Theatre and the Viaducto do Cha.
Further north, without leaving the city centre, we find the Luz
neighbourhood with the park of the same name, the Sao Paulo
State Art Gallery, the Portuguese Language Museum and the
Julio Prestes station, which is an ancient railway terminal now
converted into one of the most important Paulist museums.

Along the same Rua Augusta, but towards the south, one
reaches Oscar Freire Street that for six blocks has practically
become the reference boulevard for the most exclusive shops
in the city, also the several of the most expensive restaurants.
One suggestion for finishing the excursion is to arrive at the
1.5 square kilometres Ibirapuera Park. This is considered to
be the true lung of the city, a perfect space for a Saturday
or Sunday walk or to run, cycle or simply lay on the grass to
sunbathe or read.
This also has an exhibition hall where the Sao Paulo Biennial is
held every two years. Perhaps now is the time, when we need
relaxation, to challenge the urban designers and imagine that,
during some minutes, Paulist urbanism can stop.

The size of Sao Paulo intimidates but
has the advantage that the majority
of the places to be visited can be
reached by underground or walking.
The Paulists have managed to transform their land, also, into
a leisure centre. The city has, on average, an event every six
minutes, either by day or at night. The cultural life is as intense
as the ethnic mixture, much more than in any other part of
Brazil. Sao Paulo produces so that Rio (de Janeiro) can enjoy,
as the saying goes.

Rio de Janeiro: The “cidade maravilhosa”
“God is the artist. And Rio is his masterpiece”, so the Brazilians say...

Make sure you visit the Municipal Market along the way; its
architecture evokes the Belle Époque years, and even more
nowadays, it is worth-the-while taking at least the four hours
needed to visit the Football Museum that is under the seating
of the Pacaembú Municipal Stadium, where one can see how
this sport has become linked with politics, economy, literature
and even the plastic arts of this country.

On the Atlantic coast, surrounded by a paradisiacal landscape
in the Guanabara Bay, Rio de Janeiro, ancient capital of
the Portuguese colonies, today has more than six million
inhabitants. Two characteristic symbols identify the carioca
city: the Sugarloaf Mountain, the top of which can be reached
by cable car, and a forty-metre tall statue of Christ at the top
of Corcovado, the hill that dominates the city with its 700
metres of altitude.

Another of the excursions on foot is that along the famous
Rua Augusta that for many years was the fashion reference
for the Paulists and nowadays has become a space for cultural

The beaches of Rio de Janeiro are without doubt the main
attraction of the city. Located on the Atlantic coast and
always bathed in brilliant sunlight, they attract tourists from
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The main temple in Rio is impressive not only due to its shape
(it looks like a pyramid) but also for its dimensions. It is 74 m
high outside and 106 metres diameter. Like the majority of
churches in Rio, the Cathedral is dedicated to the Catholic
religion cult.

all parts of the world. The popular Copacabana, the elitist
Ipanema or the busy Leblon are the three most well-known
and close ones, but there are many more.
The Tijuca de Rio de Janeiro Park is the largest urban forest
mass in the world and the famous Corcovado Christ hill is found
there. This immense urban forest with interesting gorges and
waterfalls rests between several mountains. Years ago this
land was dedicated to the plantation of coffee but in 1860
it was decided to repopulate it with its original vegetation in
order to preserve it. It covers some 3,300 hectares and has
been classified by the UNESCO as a “Biosphere Reserve”.
The Pedra de Gävea, the Corcovado Hill (with its Christ the
Redeemer) and the Pico de Tijuca are the three main points of
interest in the Park. The Pico de Tijuca is the highest point of
the entire park, with its more than one kilometre height. From
here you get practically a 360-degree sight of the city of Rio.
The Rio de Janeiro City is an enormous conical building in
the financial centre of the city, and stands out due to its
modernism. It was inaugurated in 1979 under the name of the
São Sebastião Catedral do Rio de Janeiro. There is room for
5,000 worshipers seated and 20,000 standing inside, and its
enormous stained glass windows stand out, as they stretch
from the base to the highest point of the cathedral.

We leave Paraty along the “green coast”, the green corridor
between the sea and the mountain, in front of the Sepetiba
Bay. This town has an idyllic natural surrounding that is one
of the most beautiful colonial heritages of Brazil, classified
as World Heritage by UNESCO. Throughout its narrow paved
streets, we will discover this exceptional heritage that relates
how fatuous the XVII and XVIII centuries were, through sublime
residencies and baroque churches, one of such streets is Santa
Rita de Cassia, where today we find a Religious Art Museum.
Paraty is a very lively city both at day and at night, and it has
several beaches nearby.
The Iguaçu waterfalls: simply splendid

From Rio, where the excursion starts, we go south to Foz
do Iguaçu, to view one of the largest natural sights that any
watercourse can offer. The waterfalls represent one of the
most frequented tourist spots of South America. Nearly 2
million people come here every year from all parts of the world
to see one of the most spectacular and impressive natural
monuments.
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>> on the road...

The Iguaçu Natural Park was declared World Heritage by
UNESCO in 1986, two years after nominating the Iguazu
National Park in Argentina.
Even though the Waterfalls correspond to Argentina, this
tourist spot is shared with Brazil as the Iguazu Natural Park is
in both countries and the waterfalls are seen from both sides.
Many say that the Waterfalls are lived in Argentina and seen
from Brazil.
Brasilia: modernity.
The itinerary takes a northbound route with an optional
stopover in Brasilia, symbol of architectural modernity.
Brasilia shares with cities like Saint Petersburg, Washington DC,
Canberra, La Plata, Chandigarh or Putrajaya, the particularity
of having been built form nothing, and directly becoming a
great city. It was built on an aircraft shaped base that pointed
southeast, although Lucio Costa (its author) insisted on
wanting to give it a cross shape. The land was originally arid
and inhospitable. A water reservoir was built in the area, and
the city works were started at the same time.
The city stands out for its wide avenues that also include public
buildings, a series of neighbourhoods called “superblocks” that
as their name indicates include enormous groups of buildings.

The Iguaçu Natural Park was
declared World Heritage by UNESCO in
1986, two years after nominating the
Iguazu National Park in Argentina.
The central part of the complex is formed by the Three
Powers Square, where we find the Planalto Palace location
of the executive powers; the Congress Palace, location of the
legislative power; and the Palace of Justice, location of the
Federal Supreme Court.
The Three Powers Square is equivalent to the cabin of that
large imaginary aircraft which would be the plant of the city,
where the fuselage is formed by a large avenue called the
Esplanade of the Ministries, all the federal administration
is concentrated in equally tall buildings of 9 floors. The rear
part of the imaginary aircraft is formed by a complex of local
administration buildings where the Buriti Palace, home of
Federal District Government, stands out.
The wings of the aircraft are formed by the superblocks, with
11 buildings each with 6 floors, in an area of 90,000 square
meters. That group of housing and shops also called Plano
Piloto extends over 13 kilometres length.
The journey through this city takes us to visit its cathedral,
which is a magnificent work of the great Niemeyer, based
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Strolling through the historic
centre of the city, as well as along
the different beaches “makes you feel
as if everything moves to the rhythm
of bossa nova”.

on the idea of the revolution; its roof is made completely
from glass and gives the sensation of reaching the heavens
with two hands represented at its tops, and that stretching
upwards, are only limited by the sky.
We can likewise see the famous Planalto Palace, which means
Tabletop Palace; this is the seat of the government, where the
President of Brazil works every day. It is located at the Three
Powers Square of the capital and its luxury is equal to that
of any country in the first world, or we can see the Alvorada
Palace, that is to say, The Dawn Palace, which is his official
residence and although it was inaugurated in 1958, it could
have been designed in 2100, a true glass box poised on narrow
columns which leaves us perplex.
Another construction worth mentioning is the Juscelino
Kubitschek Bridge, also known as the JK Bridge or the President
JK Bridge, that crosses the Paranoá Lake, and receives its name
in honour of an ex president and that rapidly, became another
of the architectural icons of Brasilia.

Salvador de Bahía: The “bossa nova”
Any tourist guide will tell us that Salvador de Bahía was the
entrance port of black slaves, and it became the most African
city of Brazil after the suppression of slavery. The Cidade Alta
concentrates the monumental art along the Pelourinho, the
largest colonial expression of the entire country. The commercial
and dynamic Cidade Baixa still has the Model Market, nowadays
dedicated to artisans. Likewise Salvador is gastronomy, carnival,
syncretism, Jorge Amado, Vinicius de Moraes...
But Salvador de Bahia is much more: beaches, coconut trees,
turquoise blue waters, islands and a beautiful lighthouse make
Salvador de Bahia an “inevitable destiny for any traveller”.
Strolling through the streets of Pelourinho, the historic centre
of the city, as well as along the different beaches “makes you
feel as if everything moves to the rhythm of bossa nova”.
Without losing the rhythm of such suggestive and Brazilian
music, venture into the historical centre of the city, to soak up
its past as the capital of colonial Brazil by seeing churches like
that of San Francisco or the Terreiro de Jesús. But the best
asset of Salvador are beaches like that of Itapuan, with the
refreshment bars on the sands, where you can enjoy tropical
drinks and good shellfish.
There are also more intimate and tranquil options, which can best
be visited by boat, like the Itaparica Island, that besides enjoying
the sea trip, to see the Salvador Bahia coast and its numerous
beaches, you can see the suggestive colours of the same.
Passing by the inevitable attraction that Pelourinho has for the
traveller, we just have to visit another of the strategic points
of the city: the Barra Lighthouse, situated at the ancient point
of the Padrão, on the coast of the Bahia capital, as well as the
San Marcelo Fort, built on a small reef bank a few metres from
the coast.
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>> on the road...

But Salvador de Bahia is much more:
beaches, coconut trees, turquoise
blue waters, islands and a beautiful
lighthouse make Salvador de Bahia an
“inevitable destiny for any traveller”.

Without losing sight of the sea, the next stop is the Model
Market where, among its over two hundred shops, we can buy
a large variety of artisan objects and memoirs of Salvador de
Bahia. An excellent distraction that, also, opens our appetite.
The best lobsters can be tasted in Tia Maria, a homemade
food restaurant where we can also try the “feijaoda”. This is
a purely Brazilian dish; its main ingredients are red meat and
black beans.
And as an alternative, Japanese food. Although it seems
surprising, there are many premises in Brazil, as this country
has one of the largest Japanese colonies. A connection
beyond gastronomy, because in Bahia they told us that “the
word ‘arigato’, thank you in Japanese, stems from ‘obrigado’
thank you in Portuguese”.
When the time for nightlife arrives, this city is more than going
to discotheques or bars; rather it is participating in a true fiesta
on its beaches or in its streets and eating something in the
restaurants.
With or without a hangover, and beyond its incredible beaches,
the main treasure of Salvador de Bahia is its people that
irradiate happiness, spontaneity and friendliness, in spite of
the conditions in which many of them live.
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Manaus: the entrance to the Amazon
The rendezvous with nature has its own name, Manaus. The
capital of the Amazonas State conserves some vestiges of
its time of splendour, like the Amazon Theatre or the floating
dock. But Manaus is, above all, the entrance to the great green
desert. There are many possibilities of entering the vast
Amazonia universe: From luxury stays at lodges, inside the
forest, to the possibility of hiring a guide, and carrying your
own hammock, adventure along unexplored paths.
Manaos (which in Portuguese is Manaus and its origin come
from the indigenous Manaós tribe inhabited this area before

the Portuguese colonisation and that means “mother of
God”), is a city in the North East of Brazil and it is the capital
of the Amazonas State. Located near the confluence of the
Black River with the Amazon, it is a very important port in the
development of the region. Even transatlantic vessels from all
over the world can have access to it.
Manaus was founded by the Portuguese in 1669 and currently
has about 2 million inhabitants. Manaus started as a small stone
and adobe fort with four cannons, called the Black River São
José da Barra Fort. It was to protect the northern part of the
Brazilian colony in favour of the Portuguese and did that for
114 years. There were several indigenous tribes living around
the fort such as the Barés, Banibas, Passes and the Manaos,
which were influenced by the Portuguese to collaborate in the
construction of the fort.
This township formed by white and indigenous people grew
in such way that, to help with the evangelisation of the
indigenous tribes, the Carmelites, Jesuits, Mercedarians and
Franciscans built a chapel called Our Lady of the Conception
(today patron saint of the city) near the fort.
Nowadays the city of Manaus is one of the most important
tourist sites of Brazil and a new and attractive destiny for the
neighbouring Americans and tourists from both Europe and
the United States. One of its attractions is the adventure of
ecotourism mixed with much comfort in its hotels and one of
the most developed shopping areas of the Amazonia. Manaus
competes in tourist infrastructure with destines like Aruba or
Curacao. Together with hotels, styled like the large Caribbean
resorts, tourists are invited to enjoy practising nautical sports
and leisure plane or helicopter trips along the impressive Black
River.
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Spending you vacation in Manaus allows you to reach the centre
of the Amazonia forest, travel by boat along the Black River
and sleep at a hotel in the middle of the forest but with all the
commodities of modern life. For this reason this is the destiny
chosen by great stars like Jennifer Lopez and Kevin Costner,
royalty like the King of Spain and magnates like Bill Gates.
Manaus being a city of contrasts does not only offer the
possibility of ecotourism and trips through the jungle. The
city of Manaus is also one of the historical heritages of Brazil.
The tracks of the glorious past of the production of rubber
are still intact in Manaus, many buildings and houses maintain
their architecture imported from Europe in the XIX century.
The ancient market square located above the port, the public
buildings and the houses of the great chiefs of the period
and that nowadays are museums, are only some the most
outstanding places.
But definitely what the tourists most admire and the strongest
pride of the natives is the legendary Theatre of the Opera,
which, built more than 200 years ago, was brought stone by
stone from Europe. Its marble, floors and even curtains were
brought in vessels to adorn the ancient capital of Manaus.
After visiting the historical sector of Manaus, the other part
can be seen, that of the enormous commercial centres, that
sell clothes, perfumery products and others made by the most
famous international designers. There are also traditional
places where you can acquire typical regional products: from
typical medicine products, to the beautiful souvenirs of the
Amazonia.
Another of the very interesting things to know and visit are
the Manaus nights. For some reason this city is known as Paris
of the Amazonia. One can visit traditional musical shows with

>> on the road...
One of its attractions is the
adventure of ecotourism mixed with
much comfort in its hotels and one
of the most developed shopping
areas of the Amazonia. Manaus
competes in tourist infrastructure
with destines like Aruba or Curacao.
samba and local rhythms, or discotheques with bands playing
all type of music.
Lastly, something outstanding is the amiability and warmth
of its people. People that, after realising that tourism is an
important means of development are prepared to receive all
the people that want to discover this incredible place of the
Amazonia. In spite of its commodities and 5 star services, the
hotels have special prices and offers in diverse times of the
year.
Not only tourism is one of the main economic activities, but
Manaus also refines petroleum, has a food industry, and
manufactures soaps and chemical products.
The most representative buildings of Manaus are the
University of Amazonia, the Municipal Market, the Customs,
and the Theatre of the Opera.
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The second expansion (II):
Unstable youth (1990-2000)
As in previous years, the Group
Mondragón was responsible
for offering the most financial
and technical support to
refloat Irizar. In spite of having
benefitted form an oasis in 1989,
1990 closed with losses: the
desert generated by excessive
competition in the coach building
market, this was not a mirage; it
was crude reality.
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“The registering of coaches”, relates Javier Azcárate, “went
from 1,700 units in 1989, to 880 -less than half- in 1990.
During that year we lost 300 million. The crisis affected all the
bodyworks. Besides that, due to the competition, the sales
prices dropped by 20%. This, added to the decrease in demand,
made it impossible to gain”.
MCC closely followed the Irizar record and, seeing the decrease
in sales and the forced reduction of prices, the Group proposed
including the Proudfoot system, that was giving such good
results in other cooperatives.
Far form producing the expected results, it meant an additional
cost to the bodywork of 200 million pesetas.

>> rear-view
It doesn’t rain but it pours
Losses, management systems that do not work, an unfavourable
market, below ground level demand, the serious crisis of the
management team (true weakness of our cooperative) and, if
that is not enough, Angel Pozueta, together with the people
that left after the reform made by Azcárate, making disloyal
competition and taking advantage that the Everest model was
not enough to satisfy the market needs and that the Irizar
Century model was still in the learning curve, put a new coach
on the market that pretended to capture the clients that until
then were loyal to Irizar.

“El Irizar Century era un producto
muy innovador, que exigía trabajar
con tolerancias y materiales hasta
entonces desconocidos; nuevos
desarrollos de sellado, nuevos
conceptos de acabado …”

“The Century was a very innovative product -explains Juan
Antonio Urteaga- that required working with up to then
unknown tolerances and materials; new sealing developments,
new concepts of finishes that, together with the demand for a
change of processes, caused the learning curve to extend and
the costs were elevated: it became necessary to manufacture
300 units to reduce the time, and this meant a much elevated
cost that, at that moment, Irizar could not assume”.
These unfavourable factors, linked with the devaluation
of the peseta and the removal of the Irizar product from
the Lamborghini catalogue, turned the environment of
the company into pure irritation: several opposing groups
appeared, and each of them saw a solution through different
ways. Faced with such disorganisation and rivalry, Javier
Azcárate presented his resignation, leaving the position to
Iñaki Otaño, general director in functions of the ancient Goilan,
the group that formed part of MCC: “When I left Irizar indicates
Javier Azcárate, there was practically no cooperative spirit.
The atmosphere was very tense, and the people were only
worried about getting paid, without worrying about how the
company was fairing although it is true, that there were some

professionals who had great experience in manufacturing
coaches and they knew how to make them, that was evident”.
Iñaki Otaño also did not last very long, and he did not improve
the situation of the company: 600 million of losses in 1991
and a 32% decrease of sales. The General Meeting held in April
1991, where the 1990 annual report was presented together
with the management plan of 1991, was a clear example of
the division and of the tension affecting the cooperative. The
115 votes against the 83 in favour, also caused the resignation
of the president of the assembly.
During that atmosphere of nervousness and pessimism, Koldo
Saratxaga, decided to take the reins of the company, which
was then heading for closure. It was in October 1991: “I found
myself with discouraged people, that did not really know where
they were going; there was practically nothing to keep them
united. There was a problem with a political undertone since
the post dictatorship, and all this was causing Irizar to not
know how to make a product the would respond to the needs
of the market”.
Faced with this emergency situation, it became necessary
to make a quick diagnosis and take urgent and effective
measures to refloat the company. It was evident that Irizar
knew how to produce coaches: “There were people that had
dedicated more than 20 or 30 years to this and I had a clear
idea -states Saratxaga- that if we want to triumph, we had
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to unite management. If we want to cure a sick person from
a serious illness, or we work with the persons around us, or it
is not possible. I thought that what the Irizar people needed
was motivation. Together we could make it. To do that it was
necessary to establish common objectives and I think that was
the beginning of success: make all the people look in the same
direction, leaving personal problems to the side. Logically, then,
decisions had to be taken like those that were taken during
that period”. Knowledge is in simplicity. Sometimes simple
and obvious things are the most effective ones; although also
they are the most difficult ones to like and achieve. And the
measures, the objectives, the first guidelines that marked the
new and splendorous path for Irizar were drafted along four
main lines, that included the essential pillars of the company
in order to return the illusion to the human team: increase
attention to the client (improving services, increasing quality,
reducing cost and innovating); maintaining and improving, as
much as possible, the good name that Irizar had on the market,
and balancing the cooperative accounts.

The Irizar project: the people
A new company philosophy began to built on the basis of
these postulations; a way of renewing the company origins
and recovering its cooperative spirit. As Confucius said “an
error is making a mistake and not correcting it”. We still had the
opportunity of correcting past failures in Irizar. Human team,
quality, attention to the client and productivity, seasoned with
a good dose of motivation, was the correct diet prescribed by
Koldo Saratxaga to recover the agonising Irizar.
At the beginning people trusted him because they had to.
Walk or die. “At the beginning we thought he was just another
director -recalls Carlos Aztiria-, but we trusted him. From the
beginning we saw that he had the authority and a special
magnetism. he was a good communicator and managed to
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waken in us the motivation for a common project. After the first
year, we saw that he fulfilled all he had promised and in excess.
Besides having very clear ideas, regarding management, he
knew how to transmit what he wanted to achieve. And the
most important: he managed to unite management. Before we
wandered without course, without knowing where we going;
Koldo managed to reconcile us, which was necessary if we
wanted to progress”.
If there was something the director had clear, it was that
Irizar needed a team project, where the support and effort of
all was needed. The scepticism of the cooperative members
had its first crack when Saratxaga started the first meeting,
that lasted six hours, with a typical phrase “of a great man”,
that would mark the beginning of a radical change regarding
relationships and productivity: “There is a spillage we must
stop; therefore; we have to continue forward”. The first
objective: dissolve the tension and motivate the people to be
the stars of this “journey, that has already lasted ten years”
and where the daily routine and clear direction make it possible
for collecting the desired fruits.
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